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Performance requirements in high end microprocessors have increased 
tremendously in the last several years, leading to higher I/O counts and interconnect 
densities. As greater currents pass through the microprocessor interconnect, higher 
temperatures driven by Joule heating are expected to pose reliability risks to high pin 
count microprocessor sockets. In this study Joule heating and its effect on the 
reliability of stamped metal land grid array (LGA) sockets was investigated using a 
combination of experimental and numerical methods. A methodology to determine 
socket temperature environments under electrical loading was developed. Knowledge 
of socket operating temperatures can allow original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs) and socket manufacturers to test for and mitigate failure mechanisms under 
thermal aging.  
The factors that influence Joule heating and contribute to premature socket 
failure were examined. Processor temperature, contact alloy and contact pitch were 
  
all found to significantly influence socket temperatures driven by Joule heating, with 
the contact alloy and processor temperature having the most significant effects. The 
resulting temperatures at higher currents were found to significantly influence the 
mechanical properties of the polymer housing and adversely affect socket stress 
relaxation behavior. The properties of the polymer housing were found to be sensitive 
to temperature owing to its visco-elastic nature. Polymer housing relaxation was 
therefore identified as a principle contributor to failure in stamped metal sockets 
under high temperature environments. 
In the latter part of the study, numerical modeling was used to develop a 
methodology for assessing socket life expectancy under temperature and deformation 
loads. A full visco-elastic characterization of the polymer housing was conducted and 
the measured properties were subsequently used to model socket stress relaxation 
time to failure.  
The results of this study indicate that socket temperatures under electrical 
loading can be significantly higher than those called for by EIA test specifications for 
LGA sockets. Passing tests that are not stringent enough to account for worst case 
scenarios can pave the way for field failures. The methodology outlined in this 
dissertation may be used to determine socket temperature environments and their 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Motivation 
Performance requirements in high-end microprocessors have increased 
tremendously in the last decade, leading to higher I/O requirements and interconnect 
densities. A single electronic package can now house several microprocessor units 
known as cores, with I/O counts running into a few thousands. The number of cores 
in high-end microprocessors has been increasing in recent years, in an effort to meet 
greater performance requirements. The International Roadmap for Semiconductors 
(ITRS) projects the number of cores to increase 1.4 times per year for networking 
applications [1]. The required processing power is expected to increase 250 times in 
the next 15 years, and power consumption to increase five fold by 2022 for the non-
portable electronics segment. Furthermore, interconnect densities have been 
increasing and pitch requirements have been getting smaller. As the electronics 
industry moves towards finer interconnect and pitch, higher processor temperatures 
and current densities, the reliability risks in high density socket applications due to 
Joule heating are expected to become increasingly important. The resulting higher 
temperatures can lead to stress relaxation, melting of the surrounding polymer, or 
thermal runaway conditions [2]. While the currents per pin used today and in the near 
future, are not high enough to cause contact or polymer melting or mass migration 
phenomena, they have the potential to adversely influence socket mechanical 




study investigates Joule heating and the influence of the resulting high temperature 
environments on the reliability of high density stamped metal land grid array sockets.  
 Land Grid Array Sockets 
Higher I/O requirements in multi-core and multi-threaded processors, which 
call for the use of high density packages with large footrpints, present quality and 
reliability challenges for traditional solder joints. Soldering is the conventional 
method of attaching a microprocessor to the printed circuit board (PCB), creating a 
permanent connection that cannot be easily upgraded or repaired. As I/O 
requirements increase, leading to packages with larger footprints and higher densities, 
there is greater tendency for solder balls to crack over time, due to the coefficient of 
thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch between the electronic package and the PCB [3]. 
Furthermore, as I/O counts increase and pitch requirements decrease, achieving good 
quality solder joints during the manufacturing process becomes increasingly difficult. 
Inaccurate placement, coplanarity issues arising from warpage and non-uniformity of 
temperature profiles across the large package body contribute to the formation of 
imperfect solder joints. If failures do occur, it becomes difficult to rework these high 
density packages [3]. 
Land grid array (LGA) sockets [4][5][6] provide a separable, high density 
interconnect solution that eliminates the reliability and quality risks to the package 
associated with soldering. A socket, unlike permanent solder joints, facilitates 
microprocessor upgrade and repair at any time. The use of sockets also facilitates 




converting through hole components to surface mount or vice-versa  [3].  
An LGA socket consists of contacts embedded in a plastic housing that, by 
means of compression, form the electrical and mechanical connection between an 
LGA component and the PCB. An LGA component is similar to a ball grid array 
(BGA) component, with pads on the underside instead of solder balls. Use of LGA 
components in conjunction with sockets allows the use of large footprint packages 
with the ability to accommodate high I/O counts. A separable interposer that is able to 
move freely between the component and the PCB is better able to dissipate the strain 
due to CTE mismatch than solder joints [5].  
LGA sockets are available in conductive elastomer, wire-wound and stamped 
metal designs [4][5][6]. In the elastomer design each contact button is made of an 
elastomer filled with conductive particles that make contact on compression. The 
wire-wound design uses contacts made of gold plated metal wire that is randomly 
wound into cylindrical buttons. Stamped metal designs use contacts that are stamped 
and formed, usually into a C or G shape (Figure 1).  
While both the wire-wound and elastomer designs offer the advantage of 
multi-fold contact redundancy, or multiple electrical paths within a single contact, 
they also suffer from significant disadvantages. The wire-wound designs are 
approximately 2.5 - 5 times more expensive than stamped metal and elastomer 
sockets, making them a reliable but expensive solution. A significant disadvantage of 
the elastomer sockets is that their resistance behavior is highly sensitive to 
environmental changes, making intermittent failures more likely [7]. Stamped metal 




potentially a more reliable alternative to elastomer sockets, using contact materials 
that have a long history of reliable operation. 
Stamped Metal Socket 
The stamped metal socket under study (Figure 1A) has C-shaped contacts 
housed in a liquid crystal polymer (LCP) matrix that provides alignment features and 
physical protection during handling.  The contacts are made of a copper beryllium 
alloy and are protected from environmental exposure by a Ni/Au finish. A nickel 
underplate layer between the base metal and the gold plating has been shown to 
protect the contact alloy from corrosion through any porosity in the gold layer [8]. A 
second reason for using a nickel underplate is to act as a diffusion barrier and prevent 
diffusion of the base metal through the gold layer with subsequent oxidation, which 
can pose reliability issues [9]. The gold layer is typically 30 microinches thick while 
the nickel barrier layer is 50-70 microinches thick. During assembly, the LGA socket 
is compressed between the microprocessor package on top and the PCB below using 
loading hardware that typically consists of a heat sink, a bolster plate, springs and 










Figure 1: A: Stamped metal socket; B: Detail of contacts embedded in LCP 
housing; C: Cross section of a stamped metal contact 
 





The passage of current through the socket contacts results in temperature 
increases for both the socket contacts as well as the polymer housing. Higher currents 
through smaller interconnects can increase the risks of Joule heating in high-density 
socket applications, and accelerate temperature-dependant failure mechanisms such 
as stress relaxation.  Copper beryllium alloys which have good stress relaxation 
resistance have been in use in connector applications for a few decades. However, 
due to the visco-elastic nature of the socket polymer housing, higher temperatures in 
the socket body can affect the mechanical properties of the polymer, leading to 
premature failure by stress relaxation. Stress relaxation which is the loss of force with 
time, results in an increase in contact resistance, and can eventually lead to failure in 
LGA sockets.   
The current LGA socket standard (EIA 540BOAE) which recommends test 
conditions of 85 °C for 500 hours in order to assess the susceptibility to failure 
mechanisms under thermal aging, does not address Joule heating of socket contacts or 
the higher operating temperatures of current-day processors. Processors with 
operating temperatures close to 100 °C are already in use today.   Higher 
temperatures from Joule heating can decrease life expectancy and result in 
unanticipated field failures.  The LGA socket standard test conditions however are 
not tied to life expectancy and do not allow a calculation of acceleration factors. This 
may result in sockets that pass the LGA test specifications with subsequent field 




The objectives of this dissertation are to characterize socket temperatures 
during operation under electrical loading, to examine some of the factors that 
influence socket body temperatures and to provide a methodology that assesses the 
effects of these higher temperatures on socket mechanical behavior and socket life 
expectancy. 
Overview of Dissertation 
 In the first part of this study the stress relaxation behavior of stamped metal 
LGA sockets was characterized under various temperature and compression 
conditions.  Higher temperatures were found to increase the potential for premature 
socket failure by stress relaxation. Socket housing was identified as a principal 
contributor to failure in stamped metal LGA sockets under high temperature 
environments. 
In the second part of this study, socket temperatures under electrical loading 
were characterized through a combination of experimental and numerical methods. 
Some factors that influence Joule heating including current, contact pitch, processor 
temperature and contact alloy were examined in order to determine their influence on 
the socket body temperatures driven by Joule heating. All of the factors were found to 
significantly influence the temperature rise driven by Joule heating, with the contact 
alloy and processor temperature having the most significant effects. 
In the final part of this study, a methodology to assess stamped metal socket 
life expectancy under temperature and compressive loads was developed. Stress 




behavior of the polymer housing was characterized, and the measured properties were 
used to model the behavior of the socket under time and temperature loading 
conditions. Time to failure predictions were obtained for upper and lower bounds of 
processor temperature and current per pin for power contacts. The results determined 
that standards based testing does not reflect the higher temperatures resulting from 
Joule heating, and the associated failure mechanisms. Joule heating is a reliability 
consideration that must be taken into account for high density sockets. Socket 
qualification testing must be conducted at higher temperatures that are reflective of 




Chapter 2: Literature Review 
This chapter presents a literature review on LGA sockets, Joule heating in 
contacts/connectors, and stress relaxation in both contact alloys and polymers. The 
bulk of the literature on LGA sockets was found to be on elastomer and wire wound 
(also called fuzz button) sockets. While there are a few papers on metal contact 
sockets, these are on sockets that are soldered at the motherboard side and not fully 
separable. Characterization and reliability assessment of stamped metal LGA sockets 
was identified as a gap which this dissertation strives to fill. 
Land Grid Array Sockets 
Several references are available in literature that present an overview of LGA 
socket types, failure mechanisms, opportunities and challenges[1][4][5]. Production 
LGA sockets are commonly available in conductive elastomer, wire wound and 
stamped metal designs (Figure 3). 
   
 
Figure 3 : Types of LGA Sockets, A: Metal in Elastomer Design, B: Wire Wound 
Design, C: Stamped Metal Design 
 




Elastomer LGA Sockets 
In the elastomer design each contact button is made of an elastomer, filled 
with conductive particles that make contact on compression or embedded with metal 
wires. Early work at IBM and AT & T investigated different designs of elastomer 
contacts such as pre-aligned particles within an elastomer matrix, curved and straight 
wires embedded in an elastomer matrix [10],[11],[12],[13]. The elastomer designs are 
extremely cost effective, offer contact redundancy and are easy to scale to a finer 
pitch.  
Elastomer designs in general, however suffer from a host of reliability problems. 
Previous work at the CALCE research center on the metallized particle interconnect 
(MPI) design, which consists of silver particles randomly distributed in an elastomer 
matrix button, has shown that the elastomer is prone to stress relaxation (50% in 10 
hours at room temperature) and creep [14]. Radial deformation of neighboring 
contacts was also observed to pose a shorting risk between adjacent contacts.  
Elastomer stiction which causes elastomer residue to be left on the pads or pad 
residues to adhere to the elastomer after disassembly was found to pose a further 
reliability risk. Resistance behavior was found to be extremely sensitive to 
temperature and cycling loading effects making intermittent behavior more likely 
[14]. In other work Liu et al. determined that contact resistance of MPI sockets was 
highly sensitive to temperature and force effects potentially impacting long term 
reliability [15]. Designs containing silver were found to be susceptible to 
electrochemical migration by Yang et al. [16]. A loss of surface insulation resistance 




electrochemical migration.  
Yang et al. assessed the reliability of two kinds of elastomer sockets (MPI and 
Pariposer ball wires made of silver plated nickel beads) under mixed flowing gas 
(MFG) environments. Silver corrosion products were detected on both types of 
sockets while nickel corrosion products with whisker like growth were observed on 
the Parisposer designs. These whisker-like growths were found to pose a risk for 
shorting of contacts [17].  
In other work, Yang et al. [18] analyzed creep and stress relaxation failure 
mechanisms with force and deformation-controlled assemblies. Creep, or time-
dependent deformation, was found to range from 20 - 37% for temperatures in the 
range of 40 - 150 °C for 60-minute exposure. Stress relaxation reached 30 - 40% for 
temperatures between 40-125 º C.  
Xie et al. [19] researched stiffness and stress relaxation behavior of elastomer 
socket contacts under mechanical load and temperature (10 to 100 grams, 26 to 183 
ºC). Temperature increases were found to decrease button stiffness by 50% and stress 
relaxation of 50% was observed after 1 hour at 133 ºC. 
The aforementioned elastomer socket literature evaluated sockets under short 
term conditions (<150 hours). Lopez et al. [20] characterized the long term behavior 
of elastomer sockets (2000 to 16,500 hours) under temperature environments and 
found that the resistance decreased over time. This decrease was attributed to an 
increase in a-spot area of the silver particles in the elastomer buttons over time. Other 
work by Lopez et al. [21] presents a methodology for monitoring elastomer sockets 




Wire wound LGA Sockets 
The wire wound design uses contacts made of gold plated metal wire that is 
randomly wound into cylindrical buttons. This design provides multiple points of 
contact, and offers good corrosion resistance and reliability [22],[23],[24][25]. 
However, this design requires high contact force per button which necessitates the use 
of expensive clamping hardware and also suffers from poor reproducibility. These 
designs are expensive and can be 2.5 to 5 times more expensive than stamped metal 
and elastomer sockets.  Previous work at CALCE on this design studied the effect of 
wire diameter and button density on contact resistance [26].  
Metal Semi-Separable Sockets 
Several researchers have investigated semi-separable metal LGA sockets 
which are soldered at the motherboard side but offer a separable connection at the 
component side. Song et al. [28] demonstrated a numerical approach that was able to 
predict the maximum motherboard temperature based on the maximum allowable 
contact temperature for semi-separable metal LGA sockets. The correlation between 
contact interface temperature and motherboard temperature Tb were made at various 
combinations of Tb, package substrate temperature and contact current. Work by 
Tracy et al. discusses the fabrication process, process variables and reliability testing 
on a micro-spring based socket which is again soldered to the board [36].  Reliability 
testing included temperature life of 1000 hours at 105 °C, thermal cycling 1000 




Stamped Metal LGA Sockets 
In the stamped metal design each contact is stamped and formed, usually into 
a C or G shape, with the contact behaving like a spring [37][38] . Contact redundancy 
is usually limited in stamped metal designs, with single or duals points of contact.  
This makes Joule heating a greater reliability risk for these specific types of sockets. 
Work by Neidich describes the fabrication, product specification and 
reliability testing on a fully separable stamped metal socket as per EIA specification 
[37]. Datasheets summarize the specifications and qualification of two other fully 
separable stamped metal LGA sockets [39][40]. 
Investigation of Joule heating Connectors/Contacts 
Several studies have determined the temperature rise due to the passage of 
current using experimental and analytical methods for various applications ranging 
from power connectors to micron sized wafer probes. Other researchers have 
explored failure mechanisms under elevated current. These include mass transport 
phenomena such as electromigration as well as mechanical phenomena such as stress 
relaxation. This section summaries some of the studies. 
A thermo-electric analysis was conducted by Ahmad and Sitaraman to 
investigate Joule heating effects in micro-spring probes used for wafer-probing 
applications. ∆T values of around 93 °C above ambient were observed at the spring 
tip at maximum currents of 0.25 A. Contact resistance was not modeled in this study, 
but the bulk resistance was extremely large due to the small dimensions of the micro-




McGowan [30] conducted experimental and finite element analysis (FEA) 
investigations of Joule heating in power connectors and determined that ∆T values of 
upto 80 °C were reached at 40 A of current. It should be noted that these connectors 
have much larger dimensions than in work conducted by Ahmad et al. The 
temperature rise was found to be sensitive to airflow.  
Xin et al. [31] conducted FEA and experimental investigations on separable 
power connectors and determined that maximum connector temperatures were 140 °C 
for 6W power and 380 °C for 14 W (above specification limits).  
A familiar example of Joule heating in the electronics industry may be found 
in the fusing and arcing of tin whiskers [32][33]. Tin whiskers, which are filament-
like structures that grow from tin-rich surfaces, have a bulk resistance that is in the 
tens of ohms depending on the diameter (usually less than 10 µm) and length (can be 
upto a few millimeters long). A 3 mm long whisker with a 2 micron diameter, for 
instance, has a bulk resistance of approximately 35 Ω. Joule heating effects in tin 
whiskers can cause the whiskers to fuse and melt below 50 milliamps [33]. Joule 
heating effects in whiskers can also cause metal vapor arcing under vacuum 
conditions. Therefore contacts or filaments with small dimensions (large aspect 
ratios) can result in large bulk resistances and therefore significant Joule heating 
effects. Various studies have determined that the temperature rise due to Joule 
heating, depends on a number of factors such as material properties, geometry, load, 
boundary conditions and electrical resistance. 
Runde et al. [34] observed electromigration and subsequent contact 




melting metals such as tin, lead, aluminum and zinc have greater propensity for 
electromigration when compared with higher melting point metals such as copper, 
gold and silver due to higher associated activation energies. Operating current 
densities in stamped metal LGA sockets are low enough that electromigration is not a 
concern. 
Stress Relaxation in Copper Beryllium Contact Alloy 
Copper beryllium alloys which contain less than 2% beryllium are typically 
used in electronics application because of their high strength, stress relaxation 
resistance and resistance to permanent set [35]. Fox et al. conducted stress relaxation 
tests on copper beryllium alloy strip and predicted the stress remaining after 40 years 
to be 80-90% for C17200 copper beryllium alloy based on a 2000 hour test, 
depending on the temper [41]. According to Shapiro et al. the stress remaining in 
C17200 alloy after 10,000 hours at 105 °C is 96% [42] The datasheet for the C17200 
alloy used in the socket under study specifies the 1000 hour stress remaining at 150 
°C to be close to 90%, and ~60% at 200 °C [43] .  Therefore C17200 alloy has been 
shown to have good stress relaxation resistance and is unlikely to stress relax 
significantly at temperatures of less than 150 °C. 
Stress Relaxation in Polymer Housing 
Viscoelasticity in liquid crystal polymers has been noted as a distinct 
phenomenon by several researchers [44][46][47] . According to Gervat et al. 
thermotropic liquid crystal polymers can be modeled using a spectrum of relaxation 




models and a time temperature superposition approach have been used by other 
researchers to predict the stress relaxation behavior of liquid crystal polymers 
[46][47]. Shiva Kumar and Das used the Wiilim Landau Ferry (WLF) time 
temperature superposition approach on liquid crystal polymer blends [48].  
 Chae et al. characterized the visco-elasticity of epoxy mold compound for 
electronics applications using the generalized Maxwell model along with a time 
temperature superposition approach [49].  Therefore the liquid crystal polymer 
housing used in socket applications is likely to stress relax owing to its documented 
visco-elastic nature. 
Summary and Conclusions from Literature Review 
 
1. The bulk of LGA socket literature is on the characterization and reliability of 
elastomer sockets, followed by wire wound sockets. Some studies have 
characterized semi-separable stamped metal sockets which are attached to the 
board but provide a separable connection at the component side.  
Characterization and reliability assessment of stamped metal sockets was 
identified as a gap which this dissertation strives to fill. 
2. Several researchers have examined Joule heating in various applications from 
wafer probes to power connectors. The results of these studies indicate that 
temperatures resulting from Joule heating depend on various factors such as 
material properties, geometry, load, thermal boundary conditions and 
electrical resistance.  




to be very good at temperatures below 150 °C. Therefore any stress relaxation 
observed in the socket under study is likely to come from the polymer 
housing. 
4. Several studies have shown that liquid crystal polymers exhibit distinct visco-
elasticity, and therefore the polymer housing in sockets is likely to be 







Chapter 3: Stress Relaxation in Stamped Metal Sockets 
This chapter examines stress relaxation in stamped metal sockets under 
different load conditions. Higher temperatures, that can result from Joule heating of 
the socket contacts, were found to influence socket mechanical properties, potentially 
leading to earlier failure. 
Stress Relaxation and Stamped Metal Sockets 
Stress relaxation refers to a decrease in stress with time, under given 
constraint conditions and at a specified temperature [50]. Stress relaxation in LGA 
sockets can lead to a decrease in the normal force, increase the sensitivity to micro-
motion, and reduce the contact area [51]. Loss of normal force (Fn) results in an 
increase in contact resistance (Rc), which can eventually lead to failure. This behavior 
is represented by the expression below 







                                                                       (1) 
where ρ is the electrical resistivity of the contact, and H is the hardness of the contact 
finish [76]. (A hardness value that measures indentation area such Knoop or Vicker’s 
hardness may be used. Rockwell hardness that measures indentation depth cannot be 
used in equation 1.) Note that the above equation applies to noble finishes where the 
constriction resistance essentially represents the contact resistance. For non-noble 
finishes an additional film resistance has to be added to the constriction resistance in 




the presence of oxide or corrosion films formed on the non-noble contact finish.                                       









                           (2)  
where    d is the film thickness and ρf the film electrical resistivity. 
An increase in contact resistance can manifest itself as intermittent failures or 
as an open in a functional circuit. As per EIA 540BOAE specifications for LGA 
sockets [50], an increase in contact resistance of 20 milliohms or more is considered a 
failure. 
A compressive force applied using the loading hardware (Figure 2) creates 
microscopic contact regions at the LGA interfaces, completing the electrical and 
mechanical connection between the PCB and the LGA component. Stress relaxation 
can disrupt the microscopic contact regions and increase the contact resistance, 
making contact failures and intermittent behavior more likely. Stress relaxation is 
accelerated by thermal aging environments, such as those seen in electronic systems 
like enterprise servers [53]. 
Experimental Study 
Force-Strain Behavior 
The force-strain behavior of the socket was characterized to determine the 
strain condition above which the polymer housing is loaded. For the evaluation, 4 mm 
× 4 mm socket samples were cut out, each with nine contacts, as shown in Figure 1B. 
Three samples, and therefore a total of 27 contacts were tested at each condition. A 




vs. strain behavior was recorded. For the purposes of this study, strain is defined as 
the change in contact height as a fraction of the original unmated height and does not 
refer to the Von Mises or true strain in the contact. 
When a small compressive force is applied to the socket, the contacts bear the 
entire load and reduce their height. If the load is high enough, the contacts are 
compressed to the same height as the LCP, and the load is shared by both the contacts 
and the LCP housing.  Loading of the LCP housing is not desirable during operation 
because this can result in polymer cracking and crack propagation between 
neighboring contacts. Both of these scenarios can result in contact movement and 
compromise the electrical performance of the socket. Engaging the polymer can also 
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Figure 4: Force vs. strain behavior for stamped metal socket at different 
temperatures. Modulus transition occurs at approximately 17% compressive 
strain 
Note that force was measured in this study rather than stress. If the polymer is 




and a stress representation would therefore be inaccurate. The force-strain behavior of 
the stamped metal socket was evaluated from 70 °C to 130 °C. The results depicted in 
Figure 4 show a low modulus (defined as force divided by strain for the purposes of 
this chapter) region followed by a transition to a higher modulus region at a 
compressive strain of approximately 17% (indicated by the dotted line in Figure 4). 
The modulus change may be explained by examining the height of the contact and the 
polymer housing. The height of the contact in the unmated state is 1.52 mm, while 
that of the polymer housing is 1.25 mm (Figure 1C). In the fully compressed state, the 
contact is compressed to the same height as the polymer (1.25 mm) and is therefore 
compressed to a strain of approximately 17%. Below the 17% transition value the C-
shaped contact which behaves like a spring, and therefore has a low modulus, carries 
100% of the applied load. Above the transition value, the contact and the LCP 
housing share the load.  The rigid polymer dictates the overall strain behavior in this 
region and the system therefore exhibits a high modulus.  
Notice that the force-strain behavior exhibits a more significant temperature 
dependence above the 17% transition point, with higher temperatures resulting in 
lower force values for a given strain. In other words, visco-elastic behavior is evident 
above the transition point, and this can be attributed to the polymer housing. The 
force-strain behavior highlights the fact that the socket body housing is sensitive to 
changes in temperature, and Joule heating effects from the contacts can change the 




Stress Relaxation Behavior 
The stress relaxation tests included three strain conditions (10%, 15%, 20%) 
and four temperatures (70, 90, 110, 130 °C) for each strain condition. The 10% and 
15% strain conditions were selected to represent nominal contact loading. The 20% 
strain condition was selected to represent an overload condition, with the polymer 
being engaged. The temperatures account for the nominal processor operating 
temperatures (70-100 °C for the configuration being studied), and for the Joule 
heating of the socket contacts. Each test was conducted for a duration of 3 hours. 
The stress relaxation data for compressive strains of 10, 15 and 20% (Figure 
5, Figure 6 and Figure 7) show that at higher temperatures a lower initial force is 
required to maintain the same compressive strain. For example, Figure 5 indicates an 
initial force of about 50 g at 130 °C, compared to 90 g at 70 °C for the same 
compressive strain of 20%. This is consistent with the fact that the polymer modulus 
decreases at higher temperatures and therefore requires less force to maintain a given 
deformation as illustrated in Figure 4. This is significant because higher temperatures 
associated with Joule heating can result in a lower normal force. A lower normal 
force increases the contact resistance and the propensity for failure by stress 






































   
 
Figure 5: Force vs. time at 20% compressive strain 
While Figure 4 indicates that stress relaxation occurred at 20% strain where 
the polymer is believed to be engaged, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that stress 
relaxation also occurred at lower strains of 10 and 15% that represent cases where 










































































Figure 7: Force vs. time for 10% compressive strain 
Discussion of Stress Relaxation Testing 
When current flows through a socket contact it causes a temperature rise both 
in the contact and the surrounding polymer. Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that 
stress relaxation is strongly dependent on temperature with higher temperatures 
resulting in a lower normal force. Therefore, Joule heating of the socket contacts will 
lead to a lower normal force, potentially leading to premature failure by stress 
relaxation.  
Stress relaxation was observed in the sockets both at 20% strain, when the 
polymer was believed to be engaged, and at 15% and 10% strains, when the contacts 
carried the entire load.  Two arguments can be hypothesized here: 1) the contact alloy 
itself is stress relaxing; 2) the polymer is stress relaxing in the lateral direction, 
thereby contributing to stress relaxation in the longitudinal (Z) direction. 
Stress relaxation may be considered as a manifestation of creep response 




and dislocation based [54]. Diffusion based creep in metals and metal alloys, becomes 
important at temperatures above 0.4Tm, where Tm is the absolute melting 
temperature. This value translates to 262 °C, based on a melting temperature of 1065 
°C for copper beryllium alloy. Since the operating temperatures of 70-130 °C are well 
below this value, diffusion based creep effects from the contact alloy are likely to be 
small. Below 0.4Tm, creep can occur due to dislocation glide mechanisms which 
occur at intermediate temperatures and high stresses [54]. However for copper 
beryllium alloy these effects are small due to dislocation blocking from the 
multiphase structure of the alloy. 
Stress relaxation is also dependent on the active stress at any given time, and 
increases with stress.  Stress relaxation typically becomes a concern when the stress 
approaches the yield strength of the contact material. Design rules call for high yield 
strength of the contact alloy, so that operating stresses are well below the yield 
strength [5]. Therefore stress relaxation contribution from the contact alloy is likely to 
be small. At a given time, however it is possible that some contacts are under plastic 
deformation.  
Several studies have confirmed that C17200 copper beryllium alloy has very 
good stress relaxation resistance, and can survive at least 1000 hours at 150 °C with 
90 % remaining stress [41][42][43]. Relaxation observed experimentally in this study 
therefore has to be attributed to the polymer housing. However, stress relaxation was 
observed when the polymer was not being engaged in the longitudinal direction.  
Therefore it was hypothesized that the polymer which is under constraint in 




maintain a specified deformation in the Z direction. This could explain the fact that 
relaxation was observed in the socket, even when the polymer was not loaded in the Z 
direction, represented by compressive strains of 15% and 10%. To test this 
hypothesis, small pieces of the polymer were tested for stress relaxation in the 
transverse direction. The polymer stress relaxed in the transverse direction to an 
average residual stress of 55% based on three samples (Figure 8). This hypothesis 
will be confirmed in chapter 5 through the use of finite element modeling. 
The stress relaxation curves in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show an initial 
plateau region followed by a drop. This is consistent with visco-elastic models such 
as the generalized Maxwell models for polymers reported in literature [55][56]. In 
other words, the force-strain curve in Figure 4, as well as the stress relaxation curves 
in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 suggest visco-elastic behavior of the polymer 
housing. The properties of the polymer housing therefore greatly influence the socket 























Figure 8: Force vs. Time plot of the polymer loaded in the transverse direction at 





Electrical Resistance behavior 
To determine the effect of stress relaxation on the electrical behavior of the 
socket, the resistance was measured as the normal force was varied, using a four-wire 
measurement method. The electrical resistance measured here comprises a bulk 
resistance and two contact resistances at each of the contact interfaces. The bulk 
resistance is not sensitive to force, and therefore any change in the total resistance due 
to stress relaxation may be attributed to a change in the contact resistance. The 
resistance measurements were made using the automated contact resistance probe 
[57][58] developed at the CALCE research center. The probe consists of a gold plated 

























Figure 9: Contact resistance vs. force 
The minimum normal force required to maintain a stable contact resistance is 
dependant on a variety of factors that are specific to the socket design. For the socket 




contact resistance is not very sensitive to changes in the normal force. Below a 
normal force of approximately 35 g/contact there is a sharp increase in contact 
resistance, for a small drop in the load. In this region the contact resistance exhibits a 
very high sensitivity to load, which would make failures more likely, especially if 
micro-motion or vibration effects are present. A representative temperature-force-
resistance plot is illustrated in Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10: Representative Force-Temperature-Resistance Curve 
Conclusions 
In this study stress relaxation behavior of stamped metal sockets was 
investigated under temperature and compressive loads. Force-strain measurements of 
the stamped metal socket under study revealed distinct regions of contact loading vs. 
polymer engagement. Stress relaxation was observed not only when the polymer was 


































to lateral stress relaxation, which was confirmed experimentally on the polymer 
housing.  
The electrical resistance behavior indicated that below a critical force, failure 
was more likely owing to the sensitivity of contact resistance to changes in force. 
Higher temperatures were found to result in a lower normal force, increasing the 
propensity for failure. Therefore higher temperatures resulting from Joule heating of 
the socket contacts, can increase the propensity for failure by stress relaxation. 
In chapter 4, Joule heating is investigated as a function of current, as well 
geometry and material properties, through a combination of experimental and 
numerical methods. In chapter 5, a methodology that models time to stamped metal 
socket time to failure is presented. Stress relaxation is modeled using measured visco-
elastic properties for the polymer housing and time to failure is determined at the 









 As greater currents pass through the microprocessor interconnect, higher 
temperatures driven by Joule heating are expected to pose a reliability risk to high pin 
count microprocessor sockets. An investigation of stress relaxation in chapter 3 
demonstrated that higher temperatures in the socket body can decrease the normal 
force, and increase the propensity for socket failure. In this chapter the factors that 
influence Joule heating in stamped metal sockets, potentially contributing to 
premature failure, are investigated. 
Several researchers have characterized Joule heating for different applications 
ranging from wafer probes to power connectors [29][30][31]. However the results are 
not directly applicable to this study, because temperatures driven by Joule heating 
depend on various factors such as material properties, geometry, architectural 
parameters, load and thermal boundary conditions. An experimental investigation of 
all of these factors would involve a comprehensive test matrix, which can be time 
consuming and expensive.  Therefore a combination of experimental and finite 
element analysis was used in this study to investigate the influence of material 
properties, boundary conditions, load and architectural parameters on Joule heating of 




The passage of current through the metal contacts results in higher 
temperatures for both the metal contacts as well as the socket housing. Estimating 
socket temperatures under electrical loading can help original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs) and socket manufacturers to test for and mitigate the risks 
from temperature-related failure mechanisms.  These temperature values may be used 
to determine socket mechanical properties during operation. Higher temperatures 
associated with Joule heating of socket contacts also have implications on 
qualification test conditions. Temperatures higher than nominal processor 
temperatures need to be used in socket qualification to account for worst case 
temperatures (in view of Joule heating effects) in order to avoid field failures. 
A parametric study, using finite element analysis, examined the effect of 
varying the contact pitch, microprocessor temperature and the contact alloy properties 
on the socket body temperatures due to Joule heating. The effect of varying each of 
the three parameters was found to be statistically significant with the contact alloy 
properties and processor temperature being the most important. Choice of contact 
alloy and efficient thermal management are therefore key to mitigating Joule heating 
and the associated reliability risks in stamped metal LGA sockets.   
Joule Heating in Stamped Metal LGA Sockets 
The temperature of socket contacts (and housing) during operation is 
influenced by a number of factors, such as current, electrical resistance, thermal 
boundary conditions, material properties and socket configuration. Temperatures of 




operation. In addition, as current flows through the socket contacts heat is generated, 
resulting in temperature increases for both the contacts and socket housing. Of the 
total heat produced, a fraction is lost to the surrounding environment while the 
remainder contributes to socket temperature rise.  Socket final temperatures result 
from the heat balance between the Joule heat generated by the current flow and the 
heat dissipated to the surroundings.  
The Joule heat produced in the socket is a function of current and resistance, 
and is given by I2R.  The total resistance is comprised of bulk and contact resistances. 
The bulk resistance is influenced by geometry and material properties (Equation 2), 
while the contact resistance is influenced by contact finish and normal force 





                                                 (3) 
Contact resistance is influenced by contact finish and normal force (Equation 1).  







                                                          (1) 
The normal force in this study was high enough that the resistance was insensitive to 
force, and was therefore not a factor in this investigation.  This is illustrated in Figure 
9, above a normal force of approximately 50 g, where the resistance is fairly constant. 
Some of the Joule heat produced is lost to the surroundings through 
conduction and convection. Heat loss is dictated by thermal boundary conditions, 
material properties of the contact alloy and surrounding materials, as well as the 




effects of current, processor temperature, contact pitch, and contact alloy properties 
on the socket temperature during operation.  
Approach 
A combination of experimental and finite element analysis was used to 
determine the temperature rise driven by Joule heating.  The experiments were used 
to validate the FEA results.  Numerical modeling allowed a parametric study to be 
conducted that investigated the effect of varying material properties, architectural 
features and boundary conditions. Further the FEA was able to provide an estimate of 
the contact alloy temperature, which is difficult to measure experimentally owing to 
the small dimensions ands inaccessibility of the contact.  
Experimental set-up 
The experimental set-up is illustrated in Figure 11. Socket samples with a 
single contact was cut out and compressed between two copper disks. The disks were 
plated with 30 microinches gold over 50 microinches nickel to simulate the contact 
interfaces of a real LGA assembly. The upper disk was attached to the loading plate 
of a compression tester and a force of 130 g was used in order to ensure full 
compression. Based on the force-resistance curve of Figure 9, this force is high 
enough that resistance if fairly constant. The lower disk was attached to a hot plate in 
order to simulate the presence of a powered microprocessor with a maximum 
operating temperature of 100 °C. Double-sided Kapton tape attached to the non-
contacting surfaces of the copper disks was used to electrically isolate the contact 




A 3 mil wire thermocouple, with nominal bead size of twice the wire 
diameter, was attached to the socket housing using slivers of kapton tape. Before 
installation, the thermocouple accuracy was verified by measuring the temperature of 
an ice water bath as well as boiling water, and no calibration was found to be 
necessary. The experiment was conducted at room temperature ambient conditions. 
The contact was powered on after steady state temperature conditions were reached 
and temperature and resistance were measured. 
The temperature rise on the polymer housing (driven by Joule heating) was 
experimentally measured next to the powered contact (Figure 11) for currents of 1, 2 
and 3 A.  








Figure 11: Experimental set-up consisting of a compression tester, power supply 
for applying the current and a data logger for measuring voltage drop. Dot 




FEA Model Parameters and Properties 
Commercial FEA software ANSYS was used to model the thermo-electric 
behavior of the LGA socket under a range of currents, and to conduct a parametric 
study. Current values ranging from 1-3 A were investigated in this study. Power 
contacts in high end computer systems carry an average of 1.5-2 A, with 3 A used as 
the worst case scenario. For the socket configuration under study, the maximum rated 
current is 3 A per contact. Signal contacts used in high end computer systems 
typically carry 200-300 mA current and do not experience significant Joule heating. 
The metal contact, socket housing, and loading plates were modeled using the 
material properties of C17200 Copper-Beryllium alloy, 30% glass filled liquid crystal 
polymer, and copper respectively. The mechanical response of the materials was 
modeled using linear elasticity, in order to simulate compression of the socket. The 
structural material properties considered include modulus E, and Poisson’s ratio ν. 
The thermal material properties considered were electrical resistivity and thermal 
conductivity. The materials and respective properties are provided in Table 1. 












Cu-Be Contact alloy  125 0.3 7e-6 115 
Copper Plates 125 0.3 1.7e-6 400 





Contact elements were modeled in order to represent the material interfaces 
between the polymer housing and contact alloy, as well as between the socket and 
compressing plates. The thermal contact conductance in ANSYS [59][60] represents 
a thermal contact resistance due to imperfect conduction across a contact interface 
(resulting in a temperature gradient at a contact interface), and has the same units as a 
heat transfer coefficient of W/m2K. The contact resistance at an interface arises due to 
the presence of micro-roughness, leading to asperities (also called A-spots) contacting 
at only a small fraction of the apparent contact area. Heat (and current) is constrained 
to flow through these tiny asperities resulting in an additional resistance and 
temperature gradient across a contact interface. The contact conductance is expressed 
by the equation 
                                          ThAq                              (4) 
where q is the heat flow (W), A the nominal contact area, h the contact conductance 
and ∆T the temperature gradient [61]. For this FEA analysis thermal conductance 
values of 16,000 W/m2K and 3,000 W/m2K were used to represent copper-copper and 
polymer-copper interfaces which are in the range reported in literature [61]. 
Analytical estimates of the thermal conductance for the metal-metal interface 
calculated as a function of the hardness of the surface finish as well as the nominal 
contact pressure, predicted a contact conductance of 18,500 W/m2K for the metal-
metal contact interfaces [62]. The analytical models used to calculate the thermal 




insensitive to changes in polymer-metal contact conductance within the range 
reported in literature [61]. A value of 16,000 W/m2K was able to match experimental 
data.  
The experimental thermal boundary conditions in the experimental setup are 
captured in the FE model using isothermal temperature settings of 70 and 100 °C for 
the lower copper block to simulate the upper and lower bounds of processor 
temperature. The upper copper block was exposed to air with natural convection at 25 
°C. Default adiabatic conditions were used otherwise. 
Two-dimensional, plane stress analysis was used in the FEA analysis. The 2D 
element used for thermo-electric analysis in the contact alloy cannot model thickness. 
The out-plane thickness of each component was hence captured by modifying the 
resistivity (by dividing with thickness) and thermal conductivity (by multiplying with 
thickness).   
Quadrilateral elements with mid-sided nodes were used and the model 
comprised of 962 elements and 2621 nodes. A mesh optimization study was 
conducted and going to a finer mesh increased the maximum temperatures by 5% 
while doubling the number of elements and the computational time. The coarser mesh 
was selected in order to reduce model complexity without significantly sacrificing 
accuracy. The mesh density is illustrated in Figure 12, where the unit cell of the 






Figure 12: Mesh Density and Materials; C shaped structure is contact alloy, side 





Figure 13: Model illustrating initial unmated state with compression plates not 
contacting the socket 
Results and Discussion 
Experimental Temperature Rise Associated with Joule Heating of Socket Contacts 
Experimental results in Figure 14 show that, when the maximum rated current 
of 3 A was passed through a single contact (at a simulated processor temperature of 
100 °C), the temperature of the LCP housing increased by ~40 °C. The contact 
resistance was determined to be 10 milliohms for the duration of the experiment. Note 
that the LCP housing temperature was 90 °C before the contact was powered, and 130 




the socket contacts causes the observed temperature rise. For currents of 2 and 1 A, a 




































Figure 14: Illustration of temperature rise on powering up a single socket 
contact at ~1000s with 3A and 100 °C processor temperature 
Finite Element Model: Contact Resistance vs. Bulk Resistance  
The total electrical resistance for the contact alloy is comprised of a bulk 
resistance and two contact resistances at each of the two metal-metal contact 
interfaces. The bulk resistance is computed based on the geometry and electrical 
resistivity as 




                                                    (3) 
where ρ is the electrical resistivity, l is the length, and A is the cross sectional area. 
An analytical estimate, based on an equivalent length of the C-shaped contact, with 
electrical resistivity of C17200 Cu-Be alloy as 7 micro-ohm cm [64], indicated the 




was estimated to be approximately 1 mΩ. The total electrical resistance is 
approximately 10 mΩ, and this was confirmed by using the experiment.  
Both the bulk and contact resistances were incorporated into the FEA model. 
In order to determine the distributed self heating, the model uses the bulk resistance 
of the contact alloy segment through which there is current flow. The current path is 
indicated by the dotted line in Figure 15 . In order to incorporate heating from the 
interface resistance, a power input I2Rc (Figure 15) was used at the top and bottom 
contact interfaces, where the 1 milliohm estimate was used for the contact resistance, 
Rc.  
The FEA results indicated a significant temperature rise in the socket at 3 A 
current and 100 °C processor temperature (Figure 15). The average polymer housing 
temperature from the FEA model was 125 °C, while the average contact alloy 
temperature was 139 °C (The average temperatures for the contact alloy and the 
polymer housing were obtained by averaging out all the nodal temperatures for each 
material type).  The spine of the C-shaped contact exhibited the highest temperatures 
due to resistive heating (resulting from the bulk resistance), since this region which is 
adjacent to the insulating polymer housing, is unable to effectively dissipate heat. 
Likewise the highest polymer temperatures are exhibited by regions of the housing 
that are in contact with the spine of the C-shaped contact. Polymer regions that are in 
contact with the open ends of the C, show lower temperatures. The interface heating 









Figure 15: FEA results at 3A and 100 C “processor temperature”. 
Validation of FEA Model Results 
The FEA model estimated the temperature at the thermocouple location to be 
125 °C, while the experimentally measured temperature was 127 °C at 3 A current 
and 100 °C processor temperature. The model results also provided agreement with 









Temperature Model (at 
thermocouple location °C) 
1 97 95 
2 107 106 
3 127 125 
 
In order to qualitatively verify the temperature distribution, overstress currents 
of greater than 7.5 A (current at which melting was first observed, (Figure 16) were 
applied experimentally, and the samples were examined using scanning electron 
microscopy to identify the regions with the most thermally induced damage.  The 
melting temperature of the polymer housing was determined to be 320 °C using 
differential scanning calorimetry (Appendix 1). Physical evidence showed that in 
every case, the polymer housing in contact with the back of the C shaped contact 
showed the most severe damage compared to the polymer region adjacent to the open 
ends of the C contact. Representative images showing thermally induced polymer 
melting due to overstress currents are illustrated in Figure 17 and Figure 18, while a 
pristine contact that did not pass current is illustrated in Figure 19.  The temperature 






Figure 16: Scanning electron microscope image of sample that passed 7.5 A of 










Figure 17: A. Pristine contact; B. Top side image of contact that passed 8.5 A; C. 
Bottom side image  of contact that passed 8.5 A indicating thermally induced 





Figure 18: Cross section E-SEM image of sample that passed 8.5 A of current 
with arrows indicating polymer melting at the closed end of the C-shaped 
contact 
 
Figure 19: Cross section E-SEM image of Pristine Contact 
Modeling Socket Temperature as a Function of Current 
The average polymer and contact temperatures determined by the FEA for 
currents ranging from 1 to 3 A are listed in Table 3. The average nodal temperature 
for the polymer housing was computed using all the nodal temperatures for the 
polymer. The average contact nodal temperatures were determined in a similar 
manner. At currents of 1 A or less, and for a simulated processor temperature of 100 
°C, the temperature rise when compared to the unpowered state was found to be less 
than 10 °C. At higher currents the temperature rise is large enough to have a 




Table 3: Polymer and contact alloy temperature as a function of current through 




Temp. ( °C) 
Avg. Contact 
Temp. ( °C) 
0 90 90 
1 94 99 
2 108 114 
3 125 139 
 
The socket studied in this research is typically sandwiched between a ceramic 
LGA package (attached to a heat sink) at the top and the PCB below, and is not in the 
primary heat transfer path between the microprocessor chip and the ambient. The 
back of the processor which is in contact with the socket is at a temperature that is 
approximately 10-20°C lower. Assuming a worst case temperature of 90 °C for the 
socket (100 °C processor temperature), when the maximum rated current of 3 A is 
passed through a contact, the temperature monitored at the socket body was found to 
increase by approximately 40 °C experimentally. Therefore, Joule heating of the 
socket contacts can result in worst case socket body temperatures of approximately 
130 °C for the stamped metal socket being studied. Temperature environments in the 
powered state can be more severe than in the unpowered state, a fact that must be 




The stress relaxation test results in chapter 3 have shown that a 40 °C rise in 
socket temperature (based on initial temperature of 90 °C) can cause an average drop 
in the contact normal force by 26%. A drop in the normal force leads to an increase in 
contact resistance. Higher socket housing temperatures, as a result of Joule heating of 
the contacts, can therefore increase the propensity for failure by stress relaxation. 
Effect of Contact Pitch, Processor Temperature and Contact Alloy on Joule Heating of 
Socket Contacts 
To determine the influence of contact pitch, choice of contact alloy, and 
processor temperature on the average socket housing (polymer) temperature during 
operation, a full factorial statistical design of experiments (DOE) was conducted 
using finite element analysis. Two levels were used for each of the parameters: 
contact pitch of 1 and 0.5 mm, processor temperatures of 70 and 100 °C, and contact 
alloys C17200 and C17460. A contact pitch of 1 mm was used to represent current 
LGA socket designs, while 0.5 mm was used in consideration of trends towards 
decreasing pitch sizes. The current was kept constant at 3 A. 
The results from the DOE obtained through finite element analysis are 
presented in Table 4 and visually represented in Figure 20. The effects of all three 
parameters were found to be significant, with the processor temperature being the 
most significant, as shown in the half-normal plot of Figure 20 [67]. The half-normal 
plot is a visual method to determine significant parameters [68], and Figure 20 shows 
that the main effects are high when compared with the interactions. A main effect is 




factor averaged over another factor. The insignificant (i.e. near zero) effects lie close 
to zero and on a straight line, while the important effects fall off the line and are well 
displaced from zero [66]. Details on full factorial design and half normal plot 
concepts may be found in textbooks such as Wu and Hamada [67], while open source 
statistical packages such as R software may be used to generate half normal plots 
[68]. 
 
Table 4: Effect of varying processor temperature, pitch and contact alloy on 





Contact Alloy  Avg. Polymer 
Temp. ( °C) 
100 1 C17200 125 
70 1 C17200 103 
100 0.5 C17200 137 
70 0.5 C17200 114 
100 0.5 C174600 111 
100 1 C174600 105 
70 1 C17460 82 































Figure 20: Determining significant parameters; PT: processor temp, P: pitch, 
CA: contact alloy; P: PT, PT: CA, P: CA and P: CA: PT are interactions of 
parameters. The main effects are significant when compared to the interactions 
(near zero effects that fall on a straight line) and fall off the straight line. 
The pitch in the FEA model was varied by scaling the polymer width as well 
as the out of plane thickness. Decreasing the pitch from the standard 1 mm to 0.5 mm 
resulted in a 9% increase in polymer temperature. This is because the Joule heat 
sources are placed in closer proximity and there is less material in between to conduct 
away the heat. 
The FEA results indicate higher temperatures associated with Joule heating of 
socket contacts, as the processor temperature increases. Reducing the processor 
temperature from 100 to 70 °C resulted in a 19% drop in the average polymer 
temperature. Efficient thermal management is therefore critical in order to minimize 
Joule heating of the socket contacts. 




copper beryllium alloys C17200 and C17460. C17200 is a high strength alloy when 
compared to C17460 and this allows contact deflection without permanent set over 
multiple insertions [5][65].  A permanent set causes subsequent insertions to generate 
less contact deflection resulting in a lower contact force and higher contact resistance. 
A high resistance to permanent set also offers a larger working range in terms of 
contact deflection and therefore better accommodates flatness variations in the LGA 
package. C17460 on the other hand has better thermo-electric properties with higher 
thermal conductivity and lower electrical resistivity, and is therefore used in 
applications that require minimal Joule heating [65][43].  The compositions of the 
two copper beryllium alloys are presented in Table 5 and the thermo-electric 
properties used in the finite element model are listed in Table 6.  
Table 5: Composition of C17200 and C17460 Copper Beryllium Alloys 
Copper Beryllium Alloy C17200 C17400 
Composition •  1.8 -2% Be 
• Other elements 0.2 
% Si, Al, and 0.2 -
0.6 % Ni+Co 
• Balance Cu 
•  0.15-0.5 Be 
• 1-1.4 Ni 





Table 6: Thermo-electric properties of C17200 and C17460 




C17200 115 7 
C17460 235 3.5 
 
 The FEA results indicate that changing from C17200 to C17460 alloy leads to 
a 20% drop in the average polymer temperature. This was attributed to an increase in 
thermal conductivity, as well as a decrease in electrical resistivity. As 
microprocessors move towards higher current densities in the future, Joule heating 
will be of greater concern. Selecting the right contact alloy with an appropriate 
balance between the mechanical and thermal properties becomes more critical as a 
consequence. Over the next few years as the current per contact increases, C17460 
may not satisfy the conductivity requirements for minimal Joule heating, and new 
alloys may have to be explored. 
Discussion 
Contacts used in LGA sockets may be broadly classified as power/ground and 
signal contacts, based on the currents that they carry. Signal contacts used in high end 
computer systems typically carry 200-300 mA of current. Based on the results of 
Table 3, the signal contacts are not a significant source of Joule heating. The 
power/ground contacts in LGA sockets used for server applications can carry currents 




experience significant Joule heating at higher currents based on the results in this 
study. The associated temperature rise can adversely influence the mechanical 
properties of the polymer housing and stress relaxation behavior of the socket. 
While both the contact alloy and the polymer housing can experience a significant 
temperature rise due to the passage of current, the temperatures in the contact alloy 
are still low enough that stress relaxation in the contact alloy is considered 
insignificant. As described in chapter 3, creep effects typically become important in 
metals at temperatures above 0.5 Tm, where Tm is the absolute melting temperature. 
Based on a melting temperature of 1065 °C for copper beryllium alloy, 0.4 Tm 
translates to 265 °C. Therefore at worst case conditions of 3 A and 100 °C processor 
temperature, the average contact temperature (139 and 147 °C respectively for 1 mm 
and 0.5 mm pitch respectively) is well below 0.4 Tm. The polymer housing on the 
other hand is a visco-elastic material, and its mechanical properties will be influenced 
by a temperature rise. Higher temperatures cause the polymer modulus to decrease 
resulting in a lower normal force for a given deflection. This can lead to an increase 
in contact resistance resulting in premature failure. 
This study shows that socket temperatures significantly higher than nominal 
processor temperatures can be reached depending on the electrical current that passes 
through the contacts. If qualification testing is to consider the most severe conditions 
in order to rule out field failures, Joule heating must be factored into socket testing. 
For instance based on a maximum processor temperatures of 100 °C, at 3 A 
maximum rated current, testing should be conducted close to 130 °C in order to 




recommends high temperature life testing at 85 °C in the unpowered state in order to 
assess susceptibility to temperature-related failure mechanisms [52].  The 
temperatures recommended in the LGA socket specification are not high enough to 
reflect worst case processor temperatures in use today (greater than 100 °C [70]). 
Furthermore, as demonstrated in this study Joule heating due to the passage of current 
through the socket contacts, can cause an additional temperature rise and must be 
accounted for when conducting socket qualification testing. 
Conclusions 
Thermo-electric modeling and experiments in this chapter demonstrated that 
Joule heating of stamped metal contacts can cause a significant temperature rise in 
LGA sockets. Stress relaxation work from chapter 3 concluded that the properties of 
the polymer housing were sensitive to temperature effects, and to greatly influence 
socket stress relaxation behavior. Higher socket temperatures driven by Joule heating 
were found to cause a greater reduction in the normal force, potentially leading to 
premature failure.  
The factors that influence socket temperature rise and potentially contribute to 
earlier failure were examined in this study by using numerical modeling. A 
parametric study found that socket temperature rise was significantly influenced by 
processor temperature, contact pitch and the contact alloy properties, with contact 
alloy properties and processor temperature having the most significant effects. FEA 
results in this study therefore demonstrated that efficient thermal management that 




properties can mitigate Joule heating effects. 
As the electronics industry moves towards finer interconnect, smaller pitch, higher 
processor temperatures and greater current densities, Joule heating will pose a greater 
reliability risk to high-density socket applications. Therefore quantifying socket 
temperatures that can occur in operation under electrical loading will be needed. This 
study indicates the need for conducting non-powered LGA socket qualification 
testing at temperatures that are higher than nominal processor temperatures in order to 
account for Joule heating of socket contacts and to assess the risk of failures relating 
to changes in mechanical properties. While a specific socket design was evaluated in 
this study and other socket designs may experience a different magnitude of Joule 
heating, the methodology outlined in this study can be used to quantify Joule heating 
effects. The resulting temperature estimates may be used by OEMs and socket 





Chapter 5:  A Methodology for Assessment of Life Expectancy 




 Joule heating work in chapter 4 and stress relaxation testing in chapter 3 
concluded that temperatures driven by Joule heating can adversely affect the 
properties of the socket polymer housing thereby leading to premature failure. In this 
chapter a methodology to assess socket life expectancy under temperatures resulting 
from electrical loading was developed. Finite element modeling was used to 
determine socket time to failure. The visco-elastic behavior of the polymer housing 
was characterized, and the measured properties used to model stress relaxation in the 
socket being investigated, under temperature loads resulting from Joule heating. 
Lateral stress relaxation was observed, and the FEA was able to physically explain 
the mechanisms of socket stress relaxation when the polymer housing is not engaged. 
Modeling Material Properties 
The contact alloy was modeled as elastic while the polymer housing was 
modeled using visco-elastic properties. Visco-elastic behavior is evident from the 
stress relaxation testing as well as the force-strain behavior in chapter 3. Several 
researchers have also pointed out that liquid crystal polymers exhibit distinct 
viscoelasticity [44][45][46]. 




alloy (upto 150 °C) are still low enough that diffusion based creep mechanisms can 
be neglected. Diffusion based creep mechanisms are manifested at temperatures 
greater than 0.4 Tm (266 °C based on a melting temperature of 1075 °C for cu-be 
alloy) [54]. Dislocation based creep mechanisms which come into play at low 
temperatures and high stress can be ignored because of the multi-phase structure of 
the cu-be alloy. Several studies have reported good stress relaxation properties of 
C17200 copper beryllium alloy (80-90% remaining stress) for long term time 
intervals such as 10,000 hours at temperatures around 150 °C. The use of elastic 
properties for the contact alloy is therefore justified. 
Determining Polymer Visco-Elastic Constants 
Visco-elasticity and Generalized Maxwell Models 
Polymers are generally described as visco-elastic because they exhibit the 
properties of both an elastic solid and a viscous fluid, depending on the temperature 
and the time scale involved. An elastic solid exhibits a definite shape, which deforms 
in response to an applied stress. Once the stress is removed the original shape is 
restored. Viscous fluids in contrast have no definite shape and flow irreversibly when 
an external force is applied [71]. 
  Spring and dashpot models are generally used to describe polymer visco-
elasticity. The spring represents an elastic solid where stress is proportional to strain, 
and the proportionality constant is the elastic or Young’s modulus E.  
                                                                                                          (5) 






strain rate. The proportionality constant is called the viscosity η. 
            (6)  
            
One of the simplest visco-elastic models is a Maxwell model which describes the 
behavior of a spring with modulus E and dashpot with viscosity η in series. 
 
Figure 21: Maxwell element consisting of a spring and dashpot in series 
The total strain ε in a Maxwell element in response to an applied stress is the sum of 
the individual strains in the spring and dashpot. Differentiating with respect to time in 
a stress relaxation test (constant strain) leads to  
                                                                           (7) 
where ε  is the  total strain, ε1 is the strain in spring and ε2 is the strain in dashpot. The 
constitutive relation for a single Maxwell element obtained by solving the above 
differential equation (equation 7) may be expressed as  
 
 
where τ = η/E is called the retardation time. The above expression may be rewritten  




























in terms of moduli as  
                                                                                                       (8) 
                             
with  
While equation 8 describes the constitutive relation for a single Maxwell element, 
real polymers however are typically described by using generalized Maxwell models 
which consist of a number of Maxwell elements in parallel (Figure 21). These models 
account for the fact that relaxation does not occur at a single time but as a distribution 
of times. The spring in parallel accounts for the fact that stress relaxation at infinite 
time is not zero. This behavior is represented by a Prony Series, where each Prony 
pair consists of two constants Ei and τi. 
 
                                                                                                             (9) 
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Figure 22: Generalized Maxwell Model 
The Generalized Maxwell model does not take into account temperature 
effects. A time-temperature superposition approach which is based on a time-
temperature equivalence will need to be used to account for temperature effects 
[71][55]. The time-temperature equivalence for polymers implies that testing at 
higher temperatures for a short period of time is equivalent to testing at lower 
temperatures for a longer time period. Based on time-temperature equivalence, stress 
relaxation test data can be used to construct a single master curve at a reference 
temperature. The individual curves are shifted in time horizontally until all the curves 
become superimposed, with the reference temperature curve remaining stationary. 
The shift factor which is the amount (a multiplication factor) that each curve is shifted 
with respect to the reference temperature is then plotted as a function of temperature. 




superposition approach for polymers and is described by equation 10. 
 
                                                                                                                    (10) 
where aT is the shift factor at a given temperature T, Tref is the reference temperature 
and C1 and C2 are material dependant constants. 
Obtaining Visco-elastic and Temperature Constants for Socket Polymer Housing 
Stress relaxation curves were obtained for the polymer housing at 
temperatures of 70, 90, 110 and 130 °C (Figure 23). Pieces of the socket housing with 
dimensions of 4 mm X 4 mm were cut out and the contacts removed. A sample size 


























Figure 23: Stress Relaxation curves at 1% strain for polymer housing 
The curves were then combined to yield a single master curve at 70 °C, by shifting 
the higher temperature curves in time to the right, until each curve overlapped with 

















               
Figure 24: Master Curve at 70 °C for polymer housing 
The shift factors aT were then curve fit to the WLF equation (equation 10) 
using Matlab, to determine the WLF constants C1 and C2. C1 and C2 were 
determined to be -10 and 150 respectively.  
The master curve at 70 °C (Figure 24) was curve fit to the Prony series 
expression of equation 9 with 5 Prony pairs, using the curve fitting tool in ANSYS. 
Physically each Prony pair represents a relaxation mechanism or degree of freedom. 
Polymers undergo various relaxation mechanisms such as sliding of main chains, 
movement, wiggling, rotation and bond stretch of side chain functional groups. It is 
common in literature to use around 10 pairs in order to represent the different 
relaxation mechanisms in polymers ([46][49][83]).  5 Prony pairs were sufficient to 
model the relaxation mechanisms in this study. Curve fits were obtained using 4 (R2 
=0.9) and 5 Prony pairs. 5 Prony pairs were found to be optimum (R2=0.99). The 
curve fit is illustrated in Figure 25 and Figure 26, using 4 and 5 Prony pairs 




















polymer housing can therefore be described by using the Prony constants in a 
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Figure 26: Master curve experimental vs. Prony series curve fit with 5 pairs 
(R2=0.99) 
Input properties for the contact alloy included modulus values of 125 GPa, and 





Table 7:  Viscoelastic Prony pairs in Generalized Maxwell Model for polymer 
housing 
Prony Pair Ei τi 
1 0.11 710.61 
2 0.09 6813 
3 0.13 2.0845E+005 
4 0.13 6.2385E+006  
5 0.21 1.2429E+008 
Finite Element Model 
Finite element analysis was used to assess stress relaxation in the socket under 
temperature and displacement load conditions. To reduce the complexity and 
computational resources utilized, two dimensional, FE models that utilize the cross-
sectional area are routinely used for the stress analysis. A single socket contact 
housed in the polymer housing was modeled to reduce model complexity. 
.  The various materials in the model (Figure 27) are distinguished based on 
their material properties. The figure also shows the FE mesh density utilized for the 
current study. Eight noded quadrilateral elements with quadratic displacement shape 
functions are used for the entire model. A 2-D plane stress analysis was conducted. 
The out-of-plane thickness of the various materials (contact alloy, polymer housing) 
are scaled to mimic their relative widths in the actual 3-D geometry of the socket. 




stainless steel blocks were used to compress the socket. Contact elements were used 
to simulate interface regions as opposed to permanently bonded structures. A 
displacement was applied on the top and bottom surfaces of the stainless steel blocks. 
Visco-elastic material properties were used to model the polymer housing, and elastic 
properties to model the contact alloy and loading blocks in the initial model. The 
revised model used a Ramberg-Osgood power law to model elasto-plastic properties 
for the contact alloy as will be discussed shortly. 
Quadrilateral elements with mid-sided nodes were used and the model 
comprised of 2348 elements and 6909 nodes. A mesh optimization study was 
conducted and going to a finer mesh lead to a only a 1% change in the equivalent 
stress while increasing the number of elements by 30%. The coarser mesh was 






Figure 27: Mesh density and material types; C shaped contact – copper 
beryllium alloy, side walls- polymer housing, top and bottom compressing blocks 
–stainless steel 
Two load steps were used to model stress relaxation behavior of the socket. In 
the first step the socket was compressed by applying a displacement load, which was 
ramped up in this step (The initial unmated state before the first load step is illustrated 
in Figure 13. At the end of the end of the first load step the unit cell is compressed as 
illustrated in Figure 27).  In the second step the displacement was held constant and 
the loss in force was recorded over time. A temperature was specified for each of the 
test conditions.  
Results and Discussion 




default unit thickness of the materials, resulted in contact alloy stresses exceeding the 
yield strength of the material.  Figure 28 illustrates how an elastic model can over 
predict stress when compared with a plasticity model for a given strain.  Plastic 
properties were included in the model with n = 0.06, K = 1.4 GPa, in a Ramberg 
Osgood power law as indicated in Figure 28, and thickness effects were incorporated 
to mimic the ratios of widths in the actual three dimensional geometry of the socket. 
The resulting maximum stress was lower than the contact alloy yield strength (Figure 
29). 
 
Figure 28: Equivalent stress distribution in MPa with elastic model for contact 
alloy. Maximum stress exceeds yield strength of contact alloy. The cartoon 
illustrates how an elastic model can overestimate the stress compared to a 
plasticity model at a given strain. 
The revised model in Figure 29. shows a high stress concentration at regions 
where the polymer contacts the metal alloy.  This constraint in the lateral direction 













consequence it takes less force to maintain a given deformation vertically (y 
direction), thereby leading to longitudinal stress relaxation. 
 
Figure 29: Stress distribution in socket in MPa under full compression. Note the 
high stress distribution in the polymer housing where the metal contacts the 
polymer 
The stress relaxation data from the initial model showed extremely high 
values of force which were an order of magnitude greater than experimental data. 
After the model was revised by incorporating plasticity for the contact alloy as well as 
including thickness for the polymer and contact alloy, the model and experimental 
data showed reasonable agreement. The thickness values were changed from the 
default unit thickness for the 2D model to incorporate a contact/polymer thickness 
ratio of 0.3.  
The revised model showed reasonable agreement between experimental and 
model data for a “strain” or normalized displacement of 15%. Sources of any 





in the finite element model and scatter in the experimental stress relaxation data 
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Figure 30: Model vs. Experimental Stress Relaxation curves at 15% strain. 
Dotted lines represent model while solid lines indicate experimental data. 
A closer look at the data revealed a lag in all experimental stress relaxation 
data with an initial plateau region (Figure 31). This time delay may be reflective of 
the resistance the polymer chains face before they start to move and relieve the stress 
in response to an applied load. The resistance reflects the time taken to untangle, 





Figure 31: Initial Lag in Experimental Relaxation data 
Lateral stress relaxation was observed in the FEA model as indicated in Figure 
32.  The polymer is under constraint in the lateral direction as demonstrated in Figure 
28. Over time the polymer relaxes laterally, thereby contributing to stress relaxation 
in the longitudinal direction by requiring less force to maintain a given deformation 
over time. Earlier work in chapter 3 reported that stress relaxation was observed 
experimentally when the compressive force was low enough that the C-shaped 
contacts carried the entire load, without the polymer being engaged. The FEA model 
was able to explain longitudinal stress relaxation as being a consequence of lateral 
polymer relaxation. The FEA therefore provides an understanding of the physical 




































Figure 32.:  Stress Relaxation curves in the lateral direction (Fx) at 70 °C, 15% 
strain, polymer not engaged 
Effect of Joule Heating on Stress Relaxation Using Finite Element Analysis 
Previous work in chapter 4 was able to determine average polymer and 
contact alloy temperatures as a function of current through the socket contacts using 
finite element analysis. The average temperatures obtained from the thermo-electric 
FEA were used as an input to the stress relaxation FE model, in order to determine 
stress relaxation time to failure for upper and lower bounds of processor temperature 
and current per contact for power contacts. 
The failure criterion for resistance in order to determine time to failure was 
based on the EIA specification for LGA sockets. The force-resistance behavior of 
Figure 9, indicates that the stable contact resistance is centered around 10 mΩ. As per 
the EIA specification for LGA sockets, an increase in contact resistance by 20 mΩ or 
more is considered a failure. The minimum force, based on Figure 9, to satisfy the 
failure criterion is therefore 18g. Figure 33 is a representative stress relaxation curve 

























Figure 33: Stress Relaxation curves at 100 °C processor temperature, 3 A 
current and 15% strain 
The times to failure were obtained for upper and lower bounds of processor 
temperature and current per pin for power contacts. The time to failure was also 
calculated according to the EIA high temperature life specification which 
recommends conditions of 85 °C for 500 hours. Based on the results of Table 8, the 
EIA specification represents benign conditions when compared with all but one other 
condition. Qualification testing should account for the most severe conditions 




Table 8: Time to failure prediction from FEA model for 15% strain using 18 g as 
the minimum force criterion 
Current (A) Processor Temp.    
( °C) 
Time to Failure (hrs) 
per contact 
3 100 2.8 
3 70 55 
1 100 58 
1 70 1378 
0 (EIA) 85 168 
 
Stamped metal sockets in the field are able to pass the EIA specification test at 
85 °C for at least 1000 hours. The stress relaxation model in this study however 
predicts a time to failure that is approximately five times lower.  A sensitivity 
analysis for the stress relaxation model was conducted using 14 g as failure criterion, 
instead of the original 18 g. The time to failure approximately doubled when a lower 
value of force (14 instead of 18 g) was used as the failure criterion (Table 9, Table 10, 
and Table 11). The data therefore shows that time to failure is sensitive to the force 




Table 9: Time to failure prediction from FEA model for 15% strain using 14 g as 
the minimum force criterion 
Current (A) Processor Temp.    
( °C) 
Time to Failure (hrs) 
per contact 
3 100 5 
3 70 99 
1 100 108 
1 70 2478 
0 (EIA) 85 378 
 
Stress relaxation time to failure data was also obtained for 12 and 18% 
“strain” in an effort to capture a distribution of time to failure. The data is presented 




Table 10: Stress relaxation time to failure at 18% “strain” with 18 g and 14 g as 
the failure criterion 
Current (A) Processor Temp.    
( °C) 
Time to Failure (hrs) 
per contact (18 g/14 g) 
3 100 4.8/8.8 
3 70 80/162 
1 100 88/168 
1 70 1978/3778 
0 (EIA) 85 268/570 
 
Table 11: Stress relaxation time to failure at 12% “strain” with 18 g and 14 g as 
the failure criterion 
Current (A) Processor Temp.    
( °C) 
Time to Failure (hrs) 
per contact (18 g/14 g) 
3 100 2/3.8 
3 70 28/57 
1 100 33/58 
1 70 978/1578 





Stress relaxation time to failure was also obtained from the model using 10 g 
as the failure criterion, at the EIA specified condition of 85 °C (Table 12). At 18% 
“strain” the time to failure is 1000 hours, which is in the ballpark of manufacturer test 
data. Therefore the time to failure is sensitive to the minimum force used as the 
failure criterion, which in turn depends on the contact finish. Further the contact load 
also plays a role. The 18% strain condition represents maximum compression and 
therefore the highest force before the polymer becomes engaged. This condition may 
be most representative of operational LGA socket loading where manufacturers 
recommend the use of the highest possible load without engaging the polymer 
housing.  
Table 12: Stress relaxation time to failure at EIA condition based on 10g as the 
minimum force 
Strain (18%) Processor Temp.  
( °C) 
Time to Failure (hrs) 
per contact(10g) 
18 85 1000 
15 85 678 
12 85 478 
 
Some possible reasons for the discrepancy wherein the model used in this study  
over predicts time to failure include the following:  
1. Soft gold is used on the microprocessor pads in an LGA assembly, which may 




and resistivity). Hard golds have about twice the hardness and can have 
resistivities three times or more when compared to soft gold.  The knee of the 
curve may be to the left of the behavior represented in this study. 
2. The full assembly stickup was not considered in this study. There may be 
effects from the assembly that limit stress relaxation, and this needs further 
evaluation. 
Summary and Conclusions 
A methodology to assess socket life expectancy under time, temperature and 
deformation loads was developed in this chapter. This study examined the influence 
of Joule heating on socket stress relaxation behavior using numerical modeling. The 
polymer housing was found to exhibit distinct visco-elastic behavior and its 
properties were found to be sensitive to temperature. A generalized Maxwell model 
was determined to fit the polymer stress relaxation data well and a time-temperature 
superposition approach was used to model temperature effects. The measured visco-
elastic properties were used to model the polymer material properties in a finite 
element model of the socket. Elasto-plastic behavior was modeled for the contact 
alloy.  
The resulting FEA was able to confirm relaxation in the lateral direction. This 
explained the phenomenon of relaxation vertically even when there was no polymer 
engagement in the Z direction. Further there was good agreement between the stress 
relaxation model and experimental data.  A time to failure prediction was then made 




per pin for the power contacts. The results indicated that the EIA specification for 
high temperature life test in LGA sockets represents one of the most benign set of 
conditions. Socket test conditions need to account for higher temperatures resulting 






Chapter 6:  Contributions, Recommendations and Future Work 
 
Summary  
This study demonstrated that Joule heating of stamped metal contacts is an 
important design consideration that can impact the reliability of stamped metal land 
grid array sockets. The resulting higher temperatures were found to adversely affect 
the mechanical properties of the socket housing and cause premature socket failure.  
 A methodology to determine socket temperatures under electrical loading was 
provided. An understanding of operating temperature environments will allow socket 
manufacturers and OEMs to test for and mitigate failure mechanisms under thermal 
aging. The factors that influence socket temperatures under electrical loading were 
examined. Contact alloy, processor temperature and contact pitch were all found to 
significantly influence socket temperatures, with the contact alloy and processor 
temperature having the most significant effects. 
Further a methodology to determine socket life expectancy under temperature 
and deformation loads was developed. Visco-elastic behavior of the polymer housing 
was confirmed, and experiments were conducted to determine visco-elastic properties 
of the socket polymer housing. The measured properties were used to model the stress 
relaxation behavior of the socket. The mechanism of socket stress relaxation was 
explained as being due to lateral stress relaxation in the polymer housing. Numerical 
modeling determined that higher temperatures due to Joule heating decreased stress 




Contributions from this Study 
 This study identified Joule heating as a necessary consideration in stamped 
metal socket design. A methodology to determine socket temperatures under 
electrical loading, which will enable testing and mitigation of failures under 
high temperature environments, was provided. 
 This study also provided a methodology for assessing life expectancy of 
stamped metal land grid array sockets. Results from this study concluded that 
socket temperatures due to Joule heating can significantly exceed 
temperatures recommended in standards based testing, indicating the need for 
socket testing with power or at temperatures that are reflective of Joule 
heating.  
 This study identified polymer relaxation as a principle contributor to failure in 
stamped metal LGA sockets under high temperature environments  
o Polymer visco-elastic properties over use and test conditions were 
determined. 
Future Work 
 The current study investigated the effect of DC current, while real world 
scenarios use AC current for signal applications. As signal frequencies increase, the 
signal will concentrate in the skin of the conductor. Any degradation would manifest 
itself as noise, and show an increased sensitivity to contact issues. While currents are 
typically low in signal applications, the signal concentration in the skin would 




as signal frequencies increase.  Investigation of Joule heating under AC current is 
suggested as a future area of study.  
 A further suggestion for future study to investigate the thermal and structural 
behavior of a full socket in order to examine contact to contact variations, and their 
effect on socket reliability. Further assembly effects which were not evaluated in this 
study, and that consider all the individual layers of the stickup, is suggested for future 
study. 
Recommendation for Revision of LGA Socket Specifications 
The electronics industry alliance (EIA) specification for LGA sockets [52] 
calls for sequential testing by dividing a socket population into different groups with 
each going through a series of tests such as vibration, thermal cycling and high 
temperature life. The high temperature life test conditions are specified as 85 °C for 
500 hours without power as part of the sequential testing. Processors with chip 
operating temperatures greater than 100 °C are currently in use [79], while the socket 
specification calls for less stringent conditions of 85 °C for high temperature life 
testing. 
The current EIA specification does not reflect the usage conditions of current 
day microprocessors or the additional temperature rise due to the passage of current 
through the socket contacts. The LGA socket specification needs to be revised to 
account for higher processor temperatures as performance requirements increase, the 
more severe temperature environments for socket contacts with current, and also be 











































Appendix 2: Determining Thermal Contact Conductance  
Heat transfer across a contact interface occurs by conduction through both the solid 





Figure 35: Illustration of a contact interface with A-spots or asperities 
The overall contact conductance is the sum of the solid and gas contact conductances. 
 
where h is the total contact conductance, hs is the solid contact conductance and hg is 
the gas contact conductance. hs and hg may be estimated using the equations 11 and 
12. 
 
                                                                                                         (11) 
where p is the nominal contact pressure, H is the hardness of the contact finish, K is 
the mean thermal conductivity of the interface, tan θ is the mean absolute asperity 
slope and σ is the RMS roughness . 
                                                                                                         (12) 
 
where Kg is the thermal conductivity of the gas, δ is the mean physical gap and g is 





























Appendix 3: Scatter in Stress Relaxation Curves 
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